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- logo (png)
- contact info
- a short sentence or the return policy
- coupon code for their next order
- thank you for shopping with us message that reflects your business and is also 
personal with customer
- send 1-3 photos that can be used if you would like photos on there
- any other content you would like on your mailer (including but not limited To more text, 
more photos etc)
- what size is your mailer? (4x6 or 5x7)

*Just a little tip:
think of things your customers will want to see when opening up their package or think 
of it as an extended business card more space for more information you can hand out 
to your customers/clients

PLEASE REMEMBER THAT DINAHSTE'S DESIGN STUDIO DOEST NOT OFFER PRINT SERVICES. YOU WILL NOT BE RECEIVING AN ACTUAL PRODUCT. HOWEVER, 
YOU WILL RECEIVE A PRINT READY FILE FOR YOU TO TAKE IT AND PRINT IT ANYWHERE.

Well, let’s get started.
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Do you have an example for inspritation on how you would like your service designed? Please be sure to 
send attachments if they are screenshots or explain what you would like done. Dinahste's Design Studio 
does not copy/plagiarize�any other work of ours or any other designer, I would like to place a huge�
EMPHASIS�on this;�inspiration�will be taken for provided examples if there are any, your design WILL NOT 
look like what is provided�the aesthetic, 

Have an idea for how you would like your service designed? Please be sure to provide ALL of that 
information as well if you know you would like your service to look like X,Y,Z or you have a sketch send 
that as well.

When sending your information, please make sure the subject of the e-mail is whichever service it is, ie; 
E-FLYER DESIGN, BUSINESS CARD DESIGN, HIGHLIGHT ICON DESIGN etc.� If you have purchased more 
than one e-flyer please send all flyer information separately. For example; Sarah purchased 3 e-flyers in 
her word document the content of each flyer is sectioned off. If Sarah decides to send flyer content via 
e-mail�each flyer should have its OWN e-mail. 


